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Writers Block.

'A condition usually associated with a writer who loses the ability to pro-
duce new work'.

I finally found out the reason for my writers block last week.  My last 
post on this page was about my Koro and since then, I have not been 
able to touch on my writing again.  I spoke with a very good friend last 
week who talked about  a 'loss' she had just experienced for the third 
time which made me realise why I was feeling low and unmotivated 
with my writing.  It was because I had encountered the same similar 
loss 4 years ago near the end of January 2010.  

I wondered if I could write about it to help other women out there going 
through the same thing, but last week I couldn't.  On my way over to 
New Zealand on Wednesday night, this is what I wrote and the first per-
son to hear it was this beautiful woman who no doubt, would've been 
that baby's God-Mother, as I am the God-Mother to her son.  As I had 
lost mine, she gave me hers in return.  So to the woman in this picture, 
Aunty Nelle - this is for you xxx

Arohanui, K.M Harris



Magic Obsession

I obsessed about you for days and nights

Over months and for many years

I spoke about you with joy and hope

Through smiles and held back tears

Obsession consumed me so much 

That perfection was what I wanted

A beautiful place to consummate 

A conception where I’d feel honoured.

By the water or by the sea

The beach next to a fire

Where Daddy and I would mutually create

Both of our hearts desire

Although it didn’t happen like this

The act was still the same

Love was what drove us

Love was what made you

Love – the act to blame

Through the hype of all this yearning

Finally you had arrived

But unbeknown to anyone

You came as a surprise!

Because I wasn’t aware of you

I didn’t help you grow

Instead I pushed and fought against the signs 

That told me ‘NO!

So you left.

By then – too late

A loss that still cuts deep

And 4 years on, I think it’s time to let you go in 
peace

I want you to know, we wanted you,

We had a name ready too,

Veyron – after the Bugatti car

Exquisite, beautiful…you

Go to the Light, I pray

With pure, genuine and loving intentions

Be filled with rainbow vibes and fly

My Little Magic Obsession
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